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Kit may contain silicone gel packets, which should be removed before use.

AGE GROUP: 5 and up
PROJECT TIME: 60 minutes

YOUR KIT CONTAINS:
• Double sided Velvet Aztec
Sun Mobiles
• Assorted color plastic ribbons
• Markers
YOU WILL NEED:
• Scissors (optional)

EACH PERSON
SHOULD HAVE:
• A Velvet Aztec
Sun Mobile
• Assorted colored
plastic ribbons
The markers will be
shared among the group
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THE AZTEC CALENDAR STONE:
INSTRUCTIONS:
NOTE: This is a double-sided velvet design. You can color and assemble in one session or split
over two sessions.

1. Each person should think about the colors they would like to use first. Starting from the top of
the sun, color the sun rays and the sun face design using the markers.

The Aztec Calendar Stone was carved from solidified lava in the late 15th century. When the
Conquistadores arrived, the stone was buried after no one was able to destroy it. In 1760 it was
found buried in Mexico City and is now in the Museum of Anthropology in Mexico City. The Stone
shows how the Aztecs believed the world went through four creations and destructions. They used
glyphs, or picture symbols, to communicate meaning. Each glyph or picture represented a different
concept. The calendar had 360 days that were divided into 18 parts consisting of 20 days each.
After this cycle was completed, a new calendar year began. It is a complex and fascinating calendar
system with the face of the sun in the center of the radial design.

2. Flip the design over and color the other side. You can use different colors or the same colors
from the first side.
3. Once you have the sun colored, thread one ribbon through a hole in the sun ray and then tie a
simple overhand knot to secure.

TIP: You can curl the ribbons if you want, by carefully using the scissors and pulling the ribbon
between the scissor blade and your thumb. Younger children should have an adult help them.
4. Repeat step three until all holes have a ribbon tied through.
5. Use the string at the top to hang the mobile!

Antique photo of Aztec
Sun Stone in Old National
Museum of Mexico. The
stone is now on display at
the National Anthropology
Museum in Mexico City.
Left: Line art drawing of
stone carvings.
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Fun
Facts

ABOUT THE AZTECS:
More about the Aztec Calendar Stone

. The Aztec Calendar Stone weighs about 24 tons and is about 3 feet thick and measures almost 12
feet across!
. It predicts solar eclipses.
. The Aztec’s called themselves the “People of the Sun.”
. The Calendar Stone reflects the Aztec’s understanding of the time and space as wheels within

wheels. The detailed carving combines the understanding of the gods that the people had created
over the years as well as their observations of the heavens.

. There are 8 equally spaced holes on the Calendar Stone which historians believed were used as a
type of sundial. If you are interested in creating a sundial to tell time, see our Mosaic Sun Dial Kit,
item number GP3276 kit as an extended learning project!

The Aztecs lived in Mexico from around 1300-1500 AD. They worshipped the sun because it
provided life. They fought with neighboring tribes until they dominated most of Middle America.
Like the Maya and Toltecs before them, they built spectacular cities. Their capital city of Tenochtitlán
(where Mexico City now stands) is located on an island in Lake Texcoco. The city wall there were
palaces, pyramids, and temples in which priests carried out human sacrifices as part of a religious
ritual to nourish the gods. For more than a hundred years, the Aztecs ruled much of Mesoamerica
(the region of Mexico and Central America once occupied by the Maya, Aztecs, and related cultures),
until the arrival of the Spanish in 1519.

EXTENDED IDEA:
• Visit the Museum of Anthropology virtually and see the actual Aztec Sun Stone and learn more!
http://www.mna.inah.gob.mx

